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“We’ve both occasionally wondered, as we approach the culmination of our
business careers, how many professional books we have read? What made the two
or three we can probably remember—if we can even remember their titles—
memorable as compared to the others?
The solutions we typically see today are advanced regarding consumer technology
and processes stacks. They fall short of creating digital journey maps which bind
brand, solutions, talent, investment, technology and results into an innovatively
relevant cohesive operating model. Being a little cheeky and contrary to some
‘widely held beliefs’, an excessive tweeting CEO is no better than one who is more
reserved—tweeting is not by itself a FSBO transformation, policy program or
governance strategy.”
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“Banks operating in the current and future
environments must be compliant, but also so much
more. Ultimately, everything covered in this book
will deal with compliance, marketing, technology,
and competitive strategy as common threads.
None of these elements can be viewed
independently of the others. It will be in their
effective combination, layering, and a practice of
orchestration that successful bankers will not only
survive but thrive.
Ultimately, reaching the new generation of financial
services customers, either as financial product
prospects or as company staff members, will
depend upon the FSBO’s technology capability, and
a clear connection between the consumer’s needs
and what the company must offer. Failure to take
delivery of company messages through technology
seriously will put FSBO’s at a severe disadvantage
as seventy plus percent of both prospects and
existing customers believe that if the company
doesn't offer an online app, it’s not worth
patronizing.”

“Assembling the right platform or discrete
solution will continue to be a challenge for
the FSBO. The company cannot hope to
create every piece of it, which will require
a layered or assembled approach. This is
no different than the challenge faced by
any manufacturer who relies on suppliers
to build parts for assembly into end
products—automobiles, electronics,
computers, home systems, et al. What
makes the final product different or valueadded is how they are assembled. For
FSBO’s this means the software that
tightly couples the various building blocks
together and then the service provided by
the institution after delivery to ensure
loyalty and consumer satisfaction.”
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“Yet, if we have learned anything from the rise of FinTech firms over the
last decade and the massive shifts in the way business process
outsourcers are delivering on an emerging process, it is that not
everyone is competing under the same set of rules or with the same
methods. It is as if some are playing checkers and others are playing
chess. Consumers expect FSBO’s to be more flexible in how they deliver,
more strategic in how they deploy technologies to meet emerging
customer needs and more capable of anticipating those needs. That’s
chess—thinking several moves ahead as the match continues. Too many
FSBO’s are still playing checkers, making the same moves and expecting
consumers and competitors to play by the same rules. It should come as
no surprise that they are losing the game.”
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“From the FSBO standpoint, the real risk is that the
traditional bank becomes unimportant to the new banking
consumer as well as to the decaying base (e.g., Baby
Boomers) that once built these institutions’ vast empires.
This is not to say that they’re won’t remain important—
strategy, technology, delivery processes, applications,
branches—for certain demographics, but the new set of
institutional lenders and borrowers are saying quite
clearly, ‘We just don't want to be burdened with your given
process. We don’t want the burden of all your costs. We
don’t want to be burdened with all your rules and
regulations.’ The animosity comes in when the consumer
is not given options that meet their lifestyle and living
situations.
The risk is that by ignoring the way consumers and
borrowers want to conduct their finances, they’re making
themselves obsolete with an attitude—real or just perceived
by consumers—of not caring about anything but profits.”

“The first challenge for most FSBO’s that do not own
the consumer relationship will be to somehow
counter their business becoming a commodity based
operation or set of offerings. As the ability to
disintermediate existing products, services, and
fulfillment moves along the FSBO supply chains and
impacts the relationships between partners, these
once valued products and services will be retired
due to lack of interest as FSBO’s recognize that they
no longer can influence that channel or product
suite. The channel is no longer going to be driven
by the institution’s historical relationships with the
consumers. Whoever is providing the delivery
platform or mechanism will now control product and
service consumption advances, directions, and
offerings.”
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“When it comes to commoditization , FSBO
leaders don't seem to think it's even possible for
their institutions—except within old product lines
encased by ‘innovative’ front-ends. Their beliefs
have been reinforced when they see new financial
products being offered across existing and
emerging devices and channels. The real risks for
FSBO’s is a shifting of how people use financial
products, and how they view the services that are
offered. That includes customer service down to
how they charge fees they use for accounts
including the funneling approaches employed to
influence consumer usage.”
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“The reason why market disruption works is that entrenched companies working within an
industry ripe for disruption never see it coming. Even when they have every reason to believe
that it will occur, they don’t believe it until it is too late. In complicated industries subject to
strict government oversight, this problem is exacerbated because incumbents feel that the
barriers to entry are simply too high for anyone without as much experience as they possess.
There are too many examples of how wrong this thinking can be to list.
Disintermediation is a critical transformer for the next decade. It is continually mentioned in
politics, across supply chains, within trade agreements, by consumer advocates, by fulfillers of
payment processing, and increasingly in regards to the adoption of virtual reality (VR) and
artificial intelligence (AI). As the world’s information becomes increasingly digital—records,
cash, settlement, IoT—the world that once concentrated financial profiles in the back-offices of
a few FSBO’s are increasingly being dispersed, while becoming more diverse and far more
fungible spread among established institutions and startups.”
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“As we begin to think about regulations, governance and industry
changes during the next four to eight years, how many more of
these challenges are going to open up FSBO’s in the United States
to commoditization, disruption, and eventual failure?”

“It's that simple. No
FSBO is a fortress due
to the inclusion of a
defensive strategy—it
is a sure-fire way to
promote
comprehensive
commoditization as
technology advances
and consumerism
expands.”
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“So as the regulations (or
shackles) are set to be adjusted
or removed, we need to prepare
for the flip side of their
amputation. If the direct or
indirect drivers of change are
removed, will the innovative data
stimulus also wane in favor of
traditional approaches more
comfortable for bankers? And
finally, without a sense of
urgency and competitive
confrontations across and within
financial channels and consumer
demographics, will traditional
bank thinking once again
become status-quo merely
augmented by creeping
innovation?”

“The principle of cradle-to-grave
information management is nearly
meaningless against the morphing of
data, let alone the 20-fold increase
expected in the next six years. How
can an organization “keep up?”
Inside sovereign borders that restrict
electronic access (e.g., China,
Russia), where does the tipping point
of financial safe-and-soundness meet
free-market and “moral” restrictions
to promote growth—or is it at the
edge of a cliff as data becomes more
important than those seeking to
strictly control it (or their ability to
do so)?”
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“When we look at the ’needs’ for
redesigning the organization, we find
three critical lanes of transformational
requirements—staffing, training and
organization. If we can take those one
at a time, staffing, training and then
organization, what do they have to be
thinking about to fix the problems?
Additionally, to accomplish a
fundamental economic shift of a net
importer to an exporter requires an
answering of numerous independent
and layered questions—specifically
around personnel.
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“’Living’ digitization efforts demand the use of business orchestration to
ensure that the thousands of requirements are properly fit into the cultures
and operations of our existing enterprises. For FSBO’s, the challenge is
teetering on who is the best person for the efforts—when the reality is that it
is a cohesive group or leadership team that must come together to balance
growth, change, and risk. Many will try to expand current committees,
program offices, or outsource it entirely to obtain a ‘check in-the-box’. The
problem with the digitization of today and tomorrow is that it is cemented in
our past—FSBO’s are not set up with rewards and responsibilities for the
collaboration (and trade-offs) inherent with business orchestration applied to
complex, layered digitization demands. Without accepting the tenants of this
chapter, FSBO’s will find that their much-anticipated programs have become
part of a technology trap.”
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“Reconnecting the traditional FSBO’s
products and services to the perceived
needs of the consumer is an important step
in the evolution of FSBO marketing. The
need to store, borrow, manage, and profit
from capital remains a core need of the
FSBO customer. Unfortunately, there are
now a great many competitors vying for
this business, many of whom have first
mover advantage into the digital space.
While these services are the price of entry
for the modern financial services
institution, they do not constitute the
battlefield upon which the FSBO will win
new clients.”
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“In every case, the new FSBO
marketing department will focus its
efforts and gage its success by the
number and depth of customer
relationships it develops. The
product marketing of the past that
seemed so important to FSBO
marketing executives will then largely
take care of itself. Failure to reprioritize FSBO marketing efforts will
prevent the institution from luring
back the consumers that new
entrants to the market are already
stealing way.”
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“FSBO’s are at a tipping point. Their
bankers perform like a high-wire acrobat,
tipping side-to-side, carrying a large pole
(i.e., regulations) for balance to complete
their tasks. The pole is also meant to
spare their existence (to retain a safe and
sound balance), all the while, walking
across rocky crevasses on an increasingly
thinning wire. Stumble and fall—you are
no more.”

“Whereas, stress tests and guidance
will hopefully protect the acrobatic
banker from falling and killing someone
in the crowd below (i.e., a safety net, if
you will, protecting investors,
consumers, and the bankers), the
restrictive and myopic focus to force the
finance individual to balance under
immense loads will eventually destroy
the highly skilled performer—or force
her into retirement. After all, in today’s
world, financial institutions can only go
forward or fall—there are few if any
safety branches attached to their
thinning wire path.”
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“We are embarking on a new model of financial services within five years. Some
of these will involve traditional bank models, which are primarily utilities—and
other institutions that are technology providers who feed upstream and
downstream parts of the emerging financial supply chains. The utilities will be
the plumbing or back-office delivery behemoth controlled by regulators under the
auspices of ‘safeness and soundness.’ This divergence should be recognized for
what it really is—regulation is about managing utilities—regulation is almost
never about true innovation (as regulation comes after ‘someone gets killed…’).
Those who stay within and invest among FSBO’s will be forced into decisions of
‘now that they say we are grown up and regulated, is this what we want to be?’
Is this how we should serve our customers? Is this how the customers value us
across the diverse financial supply chains? Are we prepared to learn from others
so that we can leverage the existing, while avoiding the traps?”
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“FSBO marketing executives are currently dealing with a problem that marketers in
other industries rarely face. Under normal conditions, the marketing department seeks
out likely prospects for the sales team, often creating buyer personas to represent
consumers most likely to require the company’s products or services. To attract
prospects, the marketing team proposes adjustments to the pricing, the promotion, the
placement, and occasionally even the product itself until a suitably large universe of
prospects can be delivered to the sales team. But what happens when the reason likely
prospects shun the company’s offering has nothing to do with the product, pricing,
promotion or placement? What happens when the reason it’s difficult to attract
prospects is that consumers have lost respect for your industry?”
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“The last decade has produced countless innovations
across FSBO’s—VRU’s, ATM’s, due diligence
capabilities, kiosks, biometrics, standards, mobile
banking, loan processing, funds transfer and many
more technology enabled solutions within payments,
deposits, settlement, customer service and credit
processing. In fact, nearly every idea being pushed to
executives has ‘innovation’ somewhere in their title.
Innovation is the answer to all the problems—yet, it
has become meaningless in its overuse—’Innovation
to grow organically …’, ‘Profit by innovation …’, and
our favorite, ‘Innovation will expand our customer
base …’. Seldom is the question asked, ‘What, why,
how and does it make sense to adopt or create an
innovation—will it help?’”
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“There are so many things we accept as fact
when it comes to banking and finances,
including how our products and services are
built and consumed. As FSBO’s, we are
obsessed with the optics of what we offer,
how our brand is perceived, where customers
value our services, and even what regulators
are privately saying to us. In truth, no one
can fault bankers for worrying about optics
given the negative media attention (much of
it self-inflicted) during the last decade alone.
Traditional operating procedures necessitate
that when potential consumers come seeking
transactional products or asset-backed debt
at our institutions (virtual or real delivery),
we often want to know our customer (a broad
interpretation of KYC) in detail. We ask them
for information about their habits, existing
obligations, ability to pay, personal
identifiers, how they are using our solutions
(or money), and anything else we need (or
want) as part of regulatory demands and
traditional risk management. For some
consumers, bankers have become the
Orwellian ‘Big Brother’ (viewed as porous
with data).”
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“These FSBO leaders sometimes surround
themselves with consultants who come in
and they say, ‘Oh, yes. You're exactly
thinking the same way because that's how
we think,’—and you're paying them for
this advice. Then you go to the
regulators, and they're usually the last of
the market that's going offer any guidance
on leading edge approaches—they say,
‘Oh, yeah, that's fine.’ Everybody gets this
groupthink from someone, ‘Yeah,
everything's great,’ but it really doesn't
advance the agenda because we surround
ourselves with people that tell us exactly
what we want to hear. That's deadly.
For FSBO’s it remains to be seen if they
can leave the past behind them even in
the face of record profits. For money will
mask the competitors who will completely
outmaneuver cultures steeped in
tradition—and not the voice of the
customer who firmly believes FSBO’s are
like ferocious dinosaurs—destined to be
fossilized.”

